Two Albany students in 1200 Mile Run for Heart

By Mark Levine

Two Albany State students Blake Marson (left) and Liz Neporent (right) are participating in the 1200-mile Run for the Heart beginning this June. Their trip will take them through all six New England states.

Albany State students Blake Marson (left) and Liz Neporent sights are participating in the 1200-mile Run for the Heart starting June. They will also travel through all six New England states.

The training for the races is progressing. As expected both runners are in peak physical condition. They both insist that they will run in any weather conditions.

The financial aspect of the Run is a major challenge. They have to go all out for 24 miles. This is a very difficult situation, during the recent one of the worst. The training session was scheduled for the early morning of May 15. The weather was very bad. The runners had to run nearly 4 miles. This was a very tough situation.

The race is truly remarkable. Two Albany students in 1200 Mile Run for Heart.

By Liz Neporent

"I'm not really concerned with how fast we run, we just want to finish." — Liz Neporent

Constitution question confuses Junior Council

By Mike Grady

According to former class president Tom Phillips, at an ASA meeting, the Junior Council was discussing the constitution. Phillips explained that his was done to prevent people from the public about Arab viewpoints.

The confusion is aggravated by unverifiable amendment. According to former class president Tom Phillips, at an ASA meeting, the Junior Council was discussing the constitution. Phillips explained that his was done to prevent people from the public about Arab viewpoints.
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More Marines likely

The United States has decided to increase its military presence in Lebanon with the deployment of additional Marines to the area. This decision follows a recent assessment of the situation in Lebanon, where tensions remain high. The U.S. military is expected to contribute to maintaining stability and security in the region.

Protests greet flattop

A group of students and local residents protested against a proposed flattop construction project. The protest was held near the proposed site of the flattop, which is located in a residential area. The demonstrators expressed concerns about the impact of the project on the community, including noise pollution and potential health risks.

Stateside BRIEFS

Budget pact penned

The state budget, which was recently passed, includes significant spending cuts and tax increases. The new budget is expected to reduce the state's deficit and provide some relief to local governments. It also includes provisions for education, transportation, and infrastructure.

Shoreham unsafe

The town of Shoreham has declared the area unsafe due to a recent accident. The accident occurred at a local construction site, and it has raised concerns about safety regulations and enforcement.

University Senator protests executive resolution

A University Senator has filed a protest against a recent executive resolution. The senator is seeking to change the resolution regarding the budget, arguing that it does not adequately address the needs of the university. The protest is expected to be reviewed by the full Senate.

Four students file suits claiming fire damages

Four students have filed lawsuits against the university, alleging that the university is responsible for the fire that occurred last week. The students claim that the university failed to maintain proper fire safety measures, leading to the loss of their personal belongings. The university is expected to respond to the allegations.
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BETA GAMMA SIGMA
National Business Honor Society

The following students have been elected to membership:

**Graduate Students**
- Adrienne Beito
- Richard Gens
- Debra Saks
- Laurie L'Heureux
- Jackie Serota
- Scot Robinson
- Christine Dratch
- Carolee Carmello
- Judy Borkowtiz
- Bruce Woods

**Senior Students**
- Robert Robert
- Janice Wehren
- Nancy Utterback
- Robert Thibodeau
- Yokesan Reynol
- Diane R. Lindar
- Elizabeth Clinic
- Richard Carillo
- David Berkowtiz

**Junior Students**
- Timothy Blake
- Mary Ann Benjamin
- Thomas Lovett
- Kevin DeFoe
- Linda Lark
- Laura Eddins
- James DePonte
- Nancy Glazer
- Jennifer Goldstein
- Sherry Johnson
- Dave Lavy
- Roy McGinnick
- Fege Morel
- Tracy Minor
- David Sabick
- Walfard Schaffner
- Brett Scholling
- David Singhas
- Joel Solomere

---

**NOMINATIONS NOW OPEN**

For Spring Elections
April 13th and 14th

*Positions to be filled*

**Student Association Officers**
- Preident: 
- Vice President: 
- Petitions Required

**Central Council**
- Alumni Quad (3)
- Colonial Quad (3)
- Dutch Quad (3)
- Indian Quad (3)
- State Quad (3)
- Off-Campus (9)

**University Senate**
- Alumni Board
- 5 seats of Graduating Senior Class

**Class Councils**
- Class of '84 - 15 officers
- Class of '85 - 13 officers
- Class of '86 - 17 officers

---

**BETULIGHT FLYING**

TO ANNOUNCE THE INTRODUCTION OF
ULTRALIGHTS TO SUNYA.

ULTRALIGHTS TO SUNYA
NOMINATIONS NOW OPEN
APRIL 4 - APRIL 8

BECOME PART OF THE ULTIMATE RECREATIONAL SPORT!

THE SUNY ALBANY FLYING CLUB
IS EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THE INTRODUCTION OF
ULTRALIGHTS TO SUNYA.

WATCH FOR MORE DETAILS
AND COME SEE US DURING
ULTRALIGHT WEEK
APRIL 4 - APRIL 8

---

**Council controversy**

Front Pages

MARCH 22, 1983

---

**Jewish groups rally against ASA speakers**

**Jewish groups rally against ASA speakers**

---

**Congregation supports Jewish gays**

---
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Francis Farmer: Where Are You?

Mark Rosner

Once upon a time there was a girl named Francis Farmer. She was born in New York in 1920, the daughter of suburban privilege. She attended Sarah Lawrence College and then Harvard, where she met and married a fellow student named George. They had two children, a son and a daughter. The family moved to Los Angeles in the early 1950s, and Francis decided to become an actress. She worked steadily for a few years, appearing in small roles in films like "The Glass Menagerie" and "The Postman Always Rings Twice." But then things started to go wrong.

Sheen, aged 40, feels compelled to tell an exquisite French doctor (Nathalie Nell), that she had an affair with a married man when she was 11. This is based on a true story. According to the New York Times, a woman named Francis Farmer killed her husband with a rock and was committed to a state hospital. She spent years there, receiving electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) treatment and being given shock therapy.

The hardest thing about panning this con-women story is actually very little. She is obviously an inarticulate, hard-drinking woman, but this is based on a true story. There are sports figures who have been in trouble, but they are usually good at articulating why they blew it. The same is true of criminals. We are given the some attempt at making a real movie.

Farmer, the director has to at least make some attempt at making a real movie. Because when audiences go into a theater, they let the poor orphan go back to France and given shock therapy. It is obvious that she puts away out of spite. Jessica Lange has prepared legitimate daughters.

The two daughters are played by the same time getting to know and love his son. The two daughters are played by Arlene McInlay (who could be the new Brooke Shields for looks and she is as luscious as a glow-in-the-dark onion) and Arlene McInlay (who could be the new Brooke Shields for looks and she is as luscious as a glow-in-the-dark onion). In it he imitates the classic Dad ranting and raving about everything gone wrong, blaming the world for his problems. Eddie Murray, as Richard Simmons and Buckwheat. The group all swells out like a bunch of overinflated balloons. It is as if the world has gone mad and they all are going to get even with it.

A boy with ADD is supposed to be a rebel. But with ADD it is impossible to separate the behavior from the situation. The boy was supposed to be a rebel. But with ADD it is impossible to separate the behavior from the situation. He is supposed to be a rebel without a cause. But with ADD it is impossible to separate the behavior from the situation.

Gall Mearel

The movie was called "On Your Grave," and it was released in 1950. It was based on a true story about a woman named Francis Farmer who killed her husband with a rock and was committed to a state hospital. She spent years there, receiving electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) treatment and being given shock therapy.

The treatment was considered a last resort for patients suffering from severe depression. It was a painful and devastating procedure that involved passing a strong electric current through the brain. The shocks were intended to induce seizures, which were believed to help alleviate the symptoms of depression.

However, the treatment had serious side effects. It could cause memory loss, confusion, and even death. Francis Farmer was subjected to 100 shocks over the course of her treatment, and it is possible that this is what led to her eventual breakdown.

Segal Strikes Out

O.K. so the English Beat are a English beat band. The members were the same, and the music is very similar. But the Beatles were more commercial and popular. The English Beat were more experimental and innovative. The Beatles were more mainstream and popular. The English Beat were more underground and experimental.

On "Crisis" album, "Street Hassle" is a mild side of the English Beat. On "Crisis" album, "Street Hassle" is a mild side of the English Beat. The sudden change comes as a surprise to some fans, who had come to expect the band's usual punk rock sound. But the group's new sound is actually quite similar to the band's previous work. The change is more about the band's approach to songwriting, rather than their sound.

The English Beat's frontman, Dave Wakeling, has always been known for his energetic stage presence and his love for American punk rock. He has said that he was inspired by bands like the Sex Pistols and the Clash, and that he wanted his band to be as raw and intense as those groups.

However, the band's new sound is more polished and melodic. It is a departure from their previous punk rock sound, and it has been well-received by fans. The change has allowed the band to reach a wider audience, and has helped them to gain critical acclaim.
Francis Farmer: Where Are You?

For weeks the murder trial that has come along since "Streets of Fire" was on the air has been the most intriguing story in Hollywood. It is not the only story of its kind, but it is the most unusual. The case of Francis Farmer has captured the attention of the nation because it is a story of a woman who has been declared insane, but who insists that she is not.

Mark Rosser

"On the air," he says, "I'm a neurotic person. I mean, I've got 18 years of surgery under my belt. I've got a lot of scars from the war."

But what the public wants to know is whether she is insane. The trial has been going on for weeks, and the answer has not yet been reached. The jury is still out, and the case has not yet been decided. The trial is expected to continue for another week or two, and the verdict will be announced at that time.

Segal Strikes Out

O n June 12, the New York Times published an article about the recent trial of Segal, a 30-year-old actor, in which he was accused of assault and battery. The article was based on an interview with Segal, in which he admitted to the assault and battery.

Megan Gray Taylor

The article was published without the knowledge of Segal, who later complained that the article was an invasion of privacy. The article was eventually removed from the Times, but the damage had been done. Segal was left with a reputation for being violent, and his career was in jeopardy.

Steady Eddie

A n ex-con named Eddie has been working as a security guard at a large department store in the city. He has a girlfriend named Mary, who works as a cashier at the store. Eddie and Mary have been together for several years, and they have a young son named Jack.

Lee Greenstein

Eddie and Mary have been trying to get a job with the store for a long time, but they have been turned down. Eddie has been told that he is too unreliable, and Mary has been told that she is too young. They have been trying to get a job with the store for a long time, but they have been turned down. Eddie has been told that he is too unreliable, and Mary has been told that she is too young.

Lee Greenstein

Eddie has been turned down because he has a criminal record. He was arrested for burglary when he was 18, and he served 5 years in prison. Mary has been turned down because she is too young. She is only 16, and the store does not want to hire her.

Lee Greenstein

Eddie and Mary have been trying to get a job with the store for a long time, but they have been turned down. Eddie has been told that he is too unreliable, and Mary has been told that she is too young. They have been trying to get a job with the store for a long time, but they have been turned down. Eddie has been told that he is too unreliable, and Mary has been told that she is too young.
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Steps toward communication

With the recent news stories about the problem of communication breakdown, it is clear that we need to improve our methods of communication. A recent study by the American Psychological Association found that 70% of communication breakdowns occur because of poor listening. Yet, in our daily lives, we often find ourselves communicating in a manner that is not effective. This can lead to misunderstandings and conflicts.

Over the past few years, the emphasis has been on improving communication skills. However, it is important to recognize that simply improving our communication skills is not enough. We also need to create a culture that values communication and understands the importance of effective communication.

One step toward improving communication is to create a safe environment where people feel comfortable expressing their thoughts and ideas. This can be achieved by promoting respectful communication and by encouraging active listening.

In conclusion, improving communication is not just about improving our skills, but also about creating a culture that values communication. By doing so, we can create a more effective and harmonious society.

Ravi Varma

Heightened tensions in Assam

Last month, the state of Assam in India suffered a series of violent incidents. According to India's official count, over 700 people - mainly Hindu, Muslim, and others - were killed in 2009, and at least 20,000 people became internally displaced. The violence was sparked by a group of activists who were protesting against the Assam Accord, a 1985 agreement that seeks to protect the interests of the indigenous Assamese population.

The government has responded to the violence by deploying paramilitary forces, and the United Nations has expressed concern about the situation. The conflict highlights the importance of addressing the root causes of violence and promoting peaceful resolution.

The situation in Assam is complex and involves various political and socio-economic factors. It is important to recognize the role of the media in shaping public opinion and to promote a more balanced and accurate reporting.

Roli Varma

Editor and Associate Professor

The real minority

To the Editor:

We are the minority. We are the students who are not included in the student government. We are the students who feel neglected and unheard. We are the students who have voiced our concerns, but have not been given a solution.

The recent increase in tuition fees and the budget cuts have affected the entire student body. However, the students who are elected to the student government have not considered the students who are not included. They have not taken into account the concerns of the minority.

We are not satisfied with the current situation. We demand that the student government recognize our existence and address our concerns. We demand that our voices be heard.

Student Association

Established thought

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to the recent articles about the decline in the quality of education. The articles have highlighted the importance of student involvement in the decision-making process. However, it is important to recognize the role of the administration in this process.

The administration has a responsibility to ensure that the students' voice is heard. They have a responsibility to create a culture that values student involvement and promotes active participation.

In conclusion, it is important to recognize the role of both the administration and the students in improving the quality of education. By doing so, we can create a more effective and efficient system of education.

Gary Lee

Editor and Associate Professor

A lot of great progress has been made in improving communication, but there is still a long way to go. The key to successful communication is to listen actively, speak clearly, and be aware of the non-verbal cues. By doing so, we can create a more effective and harmonious society.
CLASS of 1983-COUNCIL

interest meeting
centering: constitution revisions

Monday, April 4
CC 373
10:00 PM

A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE

CHRISTIAN ATTITUDES

TOWARDS ISRAEL

* SISTER CECILIA HOLBROOK *
- College of St. Rose
- Lecturer
- Author

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23RD
CC BALLROOM 8:00 P.M.
Sponsored by JSC-Hillel
Students for Israel
SA FUNDED

Outdoors at Adelphi

PARKING INSTRUCTIONS

Adelphi Univ. Campus offers Pay Parking only during the following times:
- During Fall and Spring Terms:
  - Monday - Thursday: 9:00am - 6:00pm
  - Friday: 9:00am - 3:00pm
- During Summer Sessions:
  - Monday - Thursday: 9:00am - 5:00pm

Parking fees are enforced during these times, even during holidays. Visitors are encouraged to park in the designated areas to avoid fines. For more information, please visit the Adelphi University parking website or contact the Adelphi University Parking Office.

Adelphi University is committed to providing a safe and welcoming environment for all students. We encourage you to explore the many opportunities available at Adelphi, and to make the most of your time here. Good luck with your academic pursuits.

Upcoming Events:
- April 4: Class of 1983-Council Interest Meeting, CC 373, 10:00 PM
- April 5: Speakers Forum brings you LAFF-OFF!, CC Ballroom, 7:30 PM
- April 6: Intramural hoop playoffs

For more information on these events and other opportunities at Adelphi, please visit the Adelphi University website or contact the Adelphi University Office of Student Affairs.

Adelphi University is committed to providing a high-quality education and to fostering the personal and professional growth of our students. We encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities, to engage with faculty and peers, and to take advantage of the many opportunities available at Adelphi. We wish you success in your academic pursuits.

The Adelphi University community is proud of its diverse and engaged student body, and we are committed to providing a welcoming and inclusive environment. We encourage you to explore the many opportunities available at Adelphi, and to make the most of your time here. Good luck with your academic pursuits.
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The Albany State varsity lacrosse team appears to be very solid as

J

APPLICATIONS FOR
$8 per person all night
124 West 43rd st. New York, N.Y.
MARCH 21, 1983
AUXILIARY SUNY night
Tickets on sale at the
Monday, March 21st
SERVICES
Delta Sigma Pi
COMMITTEE

You must have a 'SENIOR CARD' to buy a 'senior card'.
We will make a list of seniors if you are a senior
and you wish to have one made.

Each semester owed is $3.00 which should
be paid in cash only.

'electronics'
pick up your 'senior cards'
campus center 343 (ticket window)
MONDAY 12:00 AM - 9:30 AM
MONDAY - WEDNESDAY MARCH 21 - 23
TUESDAY NIGHT 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
purchased S\'enior Tix OCT 4
eligibility Those who have paid class dues for
the past 4 semesters. The payment of past
class dues is possible at this time.

THIRD ANNUAL ROTARY CLUB
CAREER DAY
The Albany Rotary Club has opened the "Third Annual
Albany Rotary Club Career Day" for SUNY Students to participate in a day in the

university auxiliary services committee
is accepting applications for
UAS PROGRAM FUNDS
FOR 1983-84
UNTIL MARCH 21, 1983

'electronics'
pick up your 'senior cards'
campus center 343 (ticket window)
MONDAY 12:00 AM - 9:30 AM
MONDAY - WEDNESDAY MARCH 21 - 23
TUESDAY NIGHT 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM
purchased S\'enior Tix OCT 4
eligibility Those who have paid class dues for
the past 4 semesters. The payment of past
class dues is possible at this time.
Sports Tuesday

1983 Danes come to bat sporting youthful look

By Marc Schwarz

The Albany State baseball team enters the 1983 season with a quality group of returning players and a promising new lineup. The Danes have high hopes for the season, and with a good mix of veterans and sophomores, they are expected to make a strong showing.

The Danes' lineup will feature several new starters and a rookie manager. Sophomore Hugh Davis is the starting shortstop for the 1983 edition of the Albany State baseball team.

The Danes look to improve on their mark of 70 percent of that number. "Every good team has surprises; young players can step up big," said Van Auken.

Albany's lineup will feature several new starters and a rookie manager. Sophomore Hugh Davis is the starting shortstop for the 1983 edition of the Albany State baseball team.